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Initiate - the Unfinished Song Book 1 - (Young Adult Epic Fantasy)

About THE UNFINISHED SONG Series
LONG AGO, to win a war, humans Cursed the Aelfae, fairest and wisest of the faeries.... But all magic has a price. The same Curse that destroyed the Aelfae now threatens all of Faearth. One young woman and the warrior she loves must fight the Curse to prove which is stronger...love or death.

DEADLY INITIATION

A BUMBLING GIRL... Dindi can't do anything right, maybe because she spends more time dancing with pixies than doing her chores. Her clan hopes to marry her off and settle her down, but she dreams of becoming a Tavaedi, one of the powerful warrior-dancers whose secret magics are revealed only to those who pass a mysterious Test during the Initiation ceremony. The problem? No-one in Dindi's clan has ever passed the Test. Her grandmother died trying.

AN EXILED WARRIOR... Kavio is the most powerful warrior-dancer in Faearth, but when he is exiled from the tribehold for a crime he didn't commit, he decides to shed his old life. If roving cannibals and hexers don't kill him first, this is his chance to escape the shadow of his father's wars and his mother's curse. But when he rescues a young Initiate girl, he finds himself drawn into as deadly a plot as any he left behind. He must decide whether to walk away or fight for her... assuming she would even accept the help of an exile.

The first book in a series. The books are best enjoyed in order. 50,000 words. DMR not enabled.

Initiate

A DETERMINED GIRL ... Dindi can't do anything right, maybe because she spends more time dancing with pixies than doing her chores. Her clan hopes to marry her off and settle her down, but she dreams of becoming a Tavaedi, one of the powerful warrior-dancers whose secret magics are revealed only to those who pass a mysterious Test during the Initiation ceremony. The problem? No one in Dindi's clan has ever passed the Test. Her grandmother died trying. But Dindi has a plan.

Faery Worlds - Six Fae Novels

Six full-length novels – each the first book in six fan-favorite series by bestselling, award-winning fantasy authors! Discover the many worlds of Faerie in these novels filled with love, adventure, and – of course – Fae Magic. (best for readers 14 and up)

Faerie Tale - The Unfinished Song Serial

Dindi longs to become a Tavaedi, one of the powerful warrior-dancers who wield magic. No one of her kind has ever succeeded. But Dindi has a plan. Kavio has been accused of a crime he did not commit. Now he is on trial, and the only options are death or exile. This is a serial story. It is 9,350 words. You may also be interested in The Unfinished Song: Initiate (the complete novel). The serial does not contain two or three more mature sensual scenes which appear in
the novels.

**Wing - the Unfinished Song Book 5 - (Epic Fantasy Magical Romance)**

UMBRAL SERVES THE DEATHSWORN. He exists for one purpose only: to hunt down the last girl with rainbow magic and kill her. Now he has Dindi at his mercy. But he discovers that the Raptor Riders of Orange Canyon have played with dark magic that threatens all Faeath, and he needs Dindi’s help to stop them. DINDI BARGAINS FOR HER LIFE. She offers to help her captor rescue the White Lady from the Raptor Riders, who plan to use the faery as a pawn in a monstrous scheme. But Dindi will never forget that Umbral murdered someone she loved...and never forgive. She vows to escape and bring him to justice.

A DARKNESS UNCOILS IN ORANGE CANYON. If they can't work together, the darkness will consume everything. This book is 99,000 words. DRM is not enabled.* WELCOME TO FAEARTH...where humans are trapped between the immortal fae and the minions of Death. But one woman and the warrior who loves her will defy every taboo to protect their people. This is the fifth book in The Unfinished Song epic fantasy series. Come taste the world of Faearth... The Unfinished Song (Book 1): InitiateThe Unfinished Song (Book 2): TabooThe Unfinished Song (Book 3): SacrificeThe Unfinished Song (Book 4): Root

**Blood - the Unfinished Song Book 6 - (Epic Fantasy Magical Romance)**

AN UNEASY TRUCE... Dindi and Umbral are forced to work together to defeat a greater enemy: the Bone Whistler. The Bone Whistler's scheme to annihilate humanity and resurrect the Aelfae will culminate during an eclipse on the spring equinox...in three days. But their fragile alliance may not withstand the terrors they face. Dindi hides as a clown, but even disguised, her dancing draws the eye of the Bone Whistler himself. She will have to defy him alone, for Umbral has his own troubles. ... MAY NOT SURVIVE THE COMING ECLIPSE. Finnadro, who has hunted Umbral for a year, finally catches up with him... determined to punish Umbral for all his black deeds. Life and death, spring and autumn, human and faery, are all reeling out of balance, and the next three days will determine the fate of all Faearth. This book is 125,000 words. DRM is not enabled.* WELCOME TO FAEARTH...where humans are trapped between the immortal fae and the minions of Death. But one woman and the warrior who loves her will defy every taboo to protect their people. This is the sixth book in The Unfinished Song epic fantasy series. Come taste the world of Faearth... The Unfinished Song (Book 1): InitiateThe Unfinished Song (Book 2): TabooThe Unfinished Song (Book 3): SacrificeThe Unfinished Song (Book 4): RootThe Unfinished Song (Book 5): Wing

**Legend**

In a dark future, when North America has split into two warring nations, 15-year-olds Day, a famous criminal, and June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture him, discover that they have a common enemy. P. Putnam's Sons.

**Outcast Journeys - Fantasy and Sci Fi Box Set by Eight Great Authors**
Join in the adventures of heroes and heroines created by an international group of eight talented authors. Outcast Journeys brings together nine novels and novellas set in fascinating realms of the imagination. From dragons to space ships, experience the trials and battles of memorable characters as they navigate magical worlds. This multi-author fantasy and sci fi box set presents:

Leros of the Underworld: The Tournament by Nathan Anton
Describing himself as a connoisseur of Japanese anime, Nathan Anton is an author from the United Kingdom. In this novel, he introduces Leros and his sinister alter ego, Demiro. His adventures in Earth Alpha pit him against a tyrannical queen.

Forgotten Relics by Tiffany Cherney
Michigan author Tiffany Cherney takes readers into outer space in Forgotten Relics. In this sci fi adventure, Rei leads a crew of thieves as the Captain of the starship Kathya. While trying to escape her enemies, she chooses to help a friend find ancient relics. What she sees as an opportunity to strike back against her foes could actually change her life forever.

The Unfinished Song: Book 1 Initiate by Tara Maya
U.S. author Tara Maya has traveled the world, and her inspirations have poured out in many works of fiction. In The Unfinished Song, she creates a world of pixies, roving cannibals, hexers, warriors, and dancers. This story introduces an ambitious girl, Dindi, and an exiled warrior, Kavio. Dindi must pass an initiation that no one in her clan has ever survived. Kavio searches for a new life after being exiled for a crime he did not commit. When he crosses Dindi's path, a dangerous plot engulfs him.

Sky Stone by Scarlett Van Dijk
This young adult fantasy novel from an Australian author introduces Skyla. In her 21st century life, Skyla is a social outcast. When a magical journey transfers her to a magical Medieval land at war, she steps into a destiny made for her by the gods.

Rys Rising by Tracy Falbe
In this epic fantasy by a Michigan author, the conflict between the magical tabre and rys will bring an entire age of the world to an end. In an attempt to enhance the magic of their species, the tabre created the rys, but then reviled them as unworthy failures. They hid them away in a remote mountain valley but could not contain them. When the rys challenge their masters, they will drag two human civilizations into a war that tests the faith of all involved.

The Amber Isle by Ashley Capes
In this story by an Australian novelist and poet, a rogue named Never is on a quest to learn his true name and lift a curse on his blood. When he joins a group of treasure hunters, he'll uncover world-altering secrets that were dormant within the Amber Isle.

A Forest of Eyes by Ashley Capes
(Special bonus sequel to the Amber Isle)
Poisoned and furious, Never must add a desperate quest for a cure to his existing search for truth. His path takes him deep into the White Wood where he faces vengeful spirits, giant leeches, and Commander Harstas, whose lust for revenge is an ever-present threat.

Roc Isle: The Descent by Alex James
In this heroic fantasy from a UK author, a titanic clash between rival clans releases monstrous sorcery. With magic and swords, Lord Azure of the Azure-Cloud Clan pursues revenge against those who assassinated his parents. Azure will struggle to raise an army among warriors of the North to fight the infidels in the South.

The Fey Man by James T Kelly
The final part of the box set presents a stunning story by a UK author that Brian Sibley described as "powerful." The story includes elves, an enslaved army of dragons, a legendary blade, and mortal and fay realms. At the center of the saga is Thomas Rymour, a prophet who cannot lie. His friends beg him to join the battle to...

**The Pygmy Dragon**

"Yesterday, a Dragon kidnapped me from my cage in a zoo." Stolen from her jungle home and
sold to a zookeeper, Pip knows only a world behind bars, a world in which a Pygmy warrior and her giant ape friends are a zoo attraction. She dreams of being Human. She dreams of escaping to the world outside her cage. Then, the Dragon Zardon kidnaps her into a new life. Pip rides Dragonback across the Island-World to her new school - a school inside a volcano. A school where Humans learn to be Dragon Riders. But this is only a foretaste of her magical destiny, for the Dragon Assassins are coming. They have floated an Island across the Rift and their aim is nothing less than the massacre of all Dragons. Now, the courage of the smallest will be tested to the utmost. For Pip is the Pygmy Dragon, and this is her tale.

**Aranya**

Chained to a rock and tossed off a cliff by her boyfriend, Aranya is executed for high treason against the Sylakian Empire. Falling a league into the deadly Cloudlands is not a fate she ever envisaged. But what if she did not die? What if she could spread her wings and fly? Long ago, Dragons ruled the Island-World above the Cloudlands. But their Human slaves cast off the chains of Dragonish tyranny. Humans spread across the Islands in their flying Dragonships, colonising, building and warring. Now, the all-conquering Sylakians have defeated the last bastion of freedom—the Island-Kingdom of Immadia. Evil has a new enemy. Aranya, Princess of Immadia. Dragon Shapeshifter.

**Oscar International Race Packed With Powerhouse Contenders From Over 90 Countries**

These are the submissions for the international film Oscar by country. The deadline for entries was Nov. 1. A shortlist of 15 films will be announced Dec. 21 and the nominations will come out Feb 8.

**The 92 best movies on Hulu right now**

Superhero movies aren’t particularly rare these days, but what you can’t find in every multiplex is a superhero story that is more about the person than the spectacle their powers make ... 

**Movie Reviews**

This rousing documentary follows the reporters of India's only all-women news outlet as they pivot to digital journalism while battling personal and political challenges. By Devika Girish In his ...